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The End of an Era ~ The last Toc H Stockman’s Tent
This cartoon was spotted by
Jack Twiss, then Secretary of
Cromer Branch, in an edition
of the “Eastern Daily
Press” (the paper gave Toc H
permission to reproduce it).
He writes “The history of the
Toc H Stockmen’s Lounge at
the Royal Norfolk Show goes
back many years. At first it
was just a tent where
stockmen could go for
refreshment during the night
long vigil they kept with their
livestock for the duration of
the show. It quickly became
a highly regarded institution
amongst the Norfolk
“swedes” or “dumplings”
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pages that follow we are given
an insight to how change was
implemented. The example of
Mark 1 being handed over to
the Bangladeshi community
was both innovative and ahead
of its time.
In the 80’s the Bangladeshi
community was on the lowest
rung of the migrant scale
largely exploited by wider
society, the action of Toc H in
transferring the building was
ahead of its time. In many
ways it might be seen to have
been a radical action that in
every sense reflected the
importance of an awareness of
changes in society.
The positive examples of fund
raising shows a dedicated
membership able to be active
with examples from different
age groups. Though today we
would not be organising ‘rent a
slave’ which was clearly one
idea that worked in its time but
today would be anathema in
the light of what we know
about both the history and the
facts of contemporary slavery.

EDITORIAL
In Touch letter April 2021
In this issue of In Touch in our
centenary
series
we
have
reached the 1980’s a period for
which most of us will have
immediate recollection, for me
what is most interesting in these
years were the arguments about
change and how Toc H would
react to the changes in society
which were having an effect
across society.
In addition, the recognition of
what worked in the past was
perhaps not fit for purpose in a
changing and dynamic society. A
factor that we need to take into
consideration at the present time,
it is a truism to say society is
always changing in the present
day the impact of Covid-19
demands consideration that we
along with other voluntary bodies
need to reflect on.
In the 1980’s change was as
always incremental and in the
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It seems that the 80’s were a period when Toc H was exploring
its future direction a factor that will no doubt be seen when we
reach the 90’s and the 2000’s.
The challenges of the 1980’s reflected a society that was
changing due to economic decline, mass unemployment and at
different times urban riots that challenged the status quo both
political and social.
We are living through another period of change as I’ve stated
above the impact of Covid-19 will take time to fully realised.
Whilst at the present time we are working towards the end of
lock down we can not be sure that we will not face further
outbreaks that will disrupt people’s lives.
We in Toc H need to be constantly be asking what is our
contribution to the common good of the communities we live in.
a narrow approach will be to say that our resources should be
used for the wider good of the membership. I believe that the
spirit of Toc H is to ask what can we do for our wider
communities.
We have in recent months made grants to food banks proposed
by members, this only a small way of contributing, whilst this the
case it does lift our horizons and we contribute to meeting in a
small way the needs of those who suffer inequalities.
I do not in writing this suggest that food banks should in our
wealthy society be necessary they represent the good that people
are capable of in challenging a reality that should be challenged
not condoned that is food poverty.
Peter Gill’s project Let The Music Play is an example of an
initiative that builds on the history of Toc H and I hope that
members will support it in any way possible.
The next stage of the life of Toc H is a plan to appoint a new
General Secretary, the post will be advertised in May and I hope
that we will be able to announce the appointment in July.
The Board are holding an overnight residential meeting to look to
the future, I expect to be able to inform the AGM of our plans for
the future. We are a membership organisation which means that
suggestions for the future are welcome. Please send your ideas
to me at tmd@toch.org.uk
I hope that all the readers of this letter will find time during the
summer to enjoy sunshine even for some of us a holiday away
from home.
Terry Drummond
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Live Music Is In Crisis!
Covid-19 has caused many professional musicians to lose 100% of
their earnings overnight, music lessons in school are being marginalised, music venues are closing faster than ever before, and yet
the benefits to mental health to both performers and audience alike
is proven.
Toc H – the charity that for over 100 years has supported causes
throughout the world is now taking up the baton with their project
Let The Music Play!

This project proposes:
To offer a helping hand to those young musicians that need help
paying for music lessons
To offer a helping hand to communities who want to stage a live
music event
To offer a helping hand to musicians in financial difficulties
How can you help?
Toc H needs you!
Can you help raise funds? Run a sponsored event? Organise a live
gig? Donate funds? Or send us your stamps?
Whatever you can do, we want to hear from you! We want your
help to Let The Music Play!
Email us: info@toch.org.uk
Phone us: 0121 4433552
Write to us: Let The Music Play! Toc H Head Office PO Box
15824 Birmingham B13 3JU
Peter Gill
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The Movement of Toc H
1980 - 1989

Business, blood and branch eccentricity
The new decade began on an optimistic note right from the beginning
with Joanne Harte aged 17 pictured on the front cover of the January
1980 issue of Point Three.

She was the youngest Central Councillor ever and was making the point
that she did not want a separate Junior Toc H. The importance of
young people in the Movement was recognised and taking Joanne’s
point it was felt that all age groups were the best way forward.
However, as the decade progressed, many young people continued to
get involved with Toc H work, but seemed to gravitate towards forming
separate groups, known by a variety of names. The more formal were
known as TAG Groups but there were also Magpies, Hatters, Outlaws,
Wallabies, Poachers, Seagulls and Wroughton branch had the Triffids!
Both the camaraderie they gained and the work they achieved was
considered valuable but there was an increasing awareness that the
participants were mainly white, middle class young people and more
diversity should be encouraged.
Since its inception after the 1st World War Toc H had always tried to
address social problems that included unemployment, homelessness,
prison reform, loneliness, problems relating to handicap and old age,
young people etc., issues that were prevalent all over the world. But at
the beginning of the 1980s the Central Council felt that the ‘agenda’ for
the Movement should also recognise the problems relating to cultural
and racial diversity both in this country and abroad, particularly South
Africa, and contribute to increasing understanding and tolerance
between faiths.
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In the 1980’s, there was also an increasing awareness of social issues
such as homosexuality, gay issues, feminism and selling sex within
advertising.
There was, for example an outcry when it was discovered that
pornographic magazines were being sold in the BAOR shops in Germany
and they were quickly withdrawn.
In another incident, the Movement’s attitude to feminism was questioned
when a long term volunteer set up a Toc H display at Essex University.
To make the stand more eye catching she took along a painted manikin
called Mavis. (It had been painted at a Toc H sponsored event by
patients at a local hospital).

Mavis
The students complained about the perceived sexual exploitation of the
female form and demanded it be removed. Harsh words and a scuffle
followed and the Dean intervened to request that the manikin was taken
away. This incident demonstrated some prejudice and lack of sensibility
by both sides and generated another debate in the letters page which
became quite volatile.
In 1982, politics influenced aspects of Toc H life as a women’s group in
Belfast closed partly because of the age of members but chiefly because
of the ongoing sectarian violence that made it too difficult for them to
attend meetings.
At the Central Executive meeting in the same year, a motion was raised
to move Toc H’s bank accounts away from Barclays Bank because of their
involvement in S. Africa as opposition to the Apartheid regime was
increasing. The motion was lost.
In May 1985 there was more controversy about the UK decision to allow
USA to establish a base for nuclear missiles on Greenham Common. An
article highlighted both sides of the debate in which two Toc H members,
Izzy Bowles, who was taking part in the demonstration and Helen Ellison
who disagreed with the protest, made their case. This stimulated a great
deal of discussion in the coming months in the letter pages of the Point
Three.
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Izzy on the front line
Izzy Bowles
wearing her Toc H
sweatshirt at
Greenham
Common

Helen Ellison putting the other side of the debate

Marks
The ongoing viability of the Marks was again a subject of discussion
in early 1981 with an article by a young resident specifically about
the 3 London Marks. As a young graduate with a job in London and
having nowhere to live he stayed for 2 years at Prideaux House. In
common with many of his fellow residents, he knew nothing of Toc
H, so arrived with no expectations apart from the need for
affordable lodgings. He explained that he gradually ‘grew’ into his
surroundings, getting to know a variety of people and actually
began to enjoy the community work that he was expected to take
part in. The aim of the Marks as he saw it was
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‘the development of residents in social, emotional and spiritual
terms, providing a meeting place for different backgrounds,
cultures and classes’.
He felt that by
‘providing a common aim, Toc H helped people to communicate,
to understand and to live together in peace’.
Something that was very close to the original ethos of Talbot House
in Poperinge.
He then went on to suggest that, to ensure the future of the Marks,
a concept that he considered a valuable part of the Movement, their
administrative system would have to be streamlined, suggesting that
‘Toc H had developed an initiative cramping series of unwieldy
committees which constantly fudge the issue, and defer the
decision’.
Just four years later, (rather poignantly), in 1985 Toc H transferred
Mark 1 to the Bangladeshi community to run.
Cuddesdon House
Following the end of the lease on Dor Knapp, it was decided to
purchase Cuddesdon House in a village just east of Oxford to provide
similar facilities. It was hoped this would include conference and
training space and opportunities for special interest breaks (music,
painting, bird watching,) or simply provide short breaks for members
and those from other similar organisations. The new wardens hoped
it would become
‘a place for people to come together to share an experience:
living and being together, working, playing, learning, praying. It
should be an expression of the family of Toc H’.

Cuddesdon House and Chapel
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While the future of the traditional Marks were uncertain, Toc H
began to focus on less ambitious residential properties, often in
collaboration with other organisations and with more emphasis
on providing services for the local community.
In 1981 West Pinchbeck branch in Lincolnshire collaborated
with the local authority to convert a Methodist Chapel into a
residential centre with the help of staff members, volunteers and
the Manpower Services Commission.
In Bakewell the group converted some huts into the Medway
Centre for use as a community and educational Centre for the
town.
In Nottingham a community house was planned with a local
church.
Small community centres were opened in Newark St. London and
at The Pavillion in Sheffield.
In Mundesley in Norfolk, Toc H together with Methodist Youth
Holidays opened a holiday house.
In Cosby, the branch ran ‘The Bunker’ an ex World War 2 air
raid shelter in which there was a weekly club for the elderly, a
chess club and in which numerous local organisations held their
committee meetings.
1982 also marked the end of an era when the Talbot House
Young Seafarers House in Southampton closed. Since 1932 it had
cared for young seaman who had nowhere to go between
voyages and were at risk from homelessness and exploitation.
The house provided safe accommodation, some home comfort
and liaison with the shipping companies. Over the years, as pay
and conditions improved and fewer apprentices were taken on,
the need for this disappeared and the house closed. It could be
said that ‘This was an example of
what the Movement as
a whole was created to
do - build a world in
which Toc H was not
needed, because its
aims had been
achieved’
Talbot House Young
Seafarer’s House
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On a happier note, Weirside in the Lake District became very
successful providing a centre for groups of all ages to go and
experience the beauty and challenge of the surrounding hills and lakes
as indeed it still is.

Weirside ~ entrance and from across the road

The river forms the boundary behind.

The Lamp
In the early 1980s there was some concern about the status of the
Lamp, possibly because some branches were closing and the lamps
were going missing or appearing in second hand shops.
Point Three reiterated that

‘Each Lamp, whether donated or not, remains the property
of Toc H and must be returned to Toc H if and when a
branch closes’.
(Quite recently I alerted Doug to the sale of one on Ebay and he
was able to retrieve it before it was sold).
So when a branch became inactive the Lamp had to be returned to HQ

but could be reinstated at any time if the branch started up again, as in
the case of Crewkerne and Saltburn-on–Sea.
Legitimate solutions for old lamps
Nearly 44 years ago in 1939, the crew of the St. Ives lifeboat were lost
at sea. It was the same year that Evesham Women’s branch was
formed and they decided to dedicate their Lamp to the memory of the
8 man crew and sent a donation to the lifeboat fund for the next 43
years. Sadly, that branch has now closed but the connection remains,
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and at the 25th anniversary of Hayle Women’s branch they presented
the Evesham Lamp to the lifeboat station as an ongoing tribute to
those 8 brave men.
After Shrewsbury branch closed in 1983, their Lamp was given to
Shrewsbury’s Kings Shropshire Light Infantry Museum. The Lamp
which had been the 6th (Pals) KSLI Battalion Lamp was first lit by the
Prince of Wales at the Royal Albert Hall in 1933 and dedicated in St.
Chad’s Church in 1934.
In 1988, there was concern amongst members that lamps were being
melted down. The Editor was quick to assure the readers that there
were still plenty of lamps available for new branches if the need
arose, but it was the small name plaques that were important to
preserve.
Traditionally the men’s lamps were in diamond shaped boxes and
carried four dedications around the panels of the box, whilst others
also gave a little more history, usually on the top.

There are in fact quite a few of these kept at the General Office.
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The rapid change in technology also played its part in branch
activity, as the much sought after Toc H football
commentaries in hospitals were superseded first by radio
and then by television. The ever popular Film shows that
members across the world had spent hours transporting
cumbersome projectors and erecting temperamental screens,
were replaced by more popular cinema trips and then the
video recorder.
The telephone negated the need for the SOS systems that
Toc H had installed in thousands of homes worldwide. and if
you wanted a new bus shelter, bench or seaside railings
painted it was expected that the local Council would do it
not a charity!
Instead in the 1980s, money was collected in Swear bottles,
miles of pennies were created, car treasure hunts and
balloon races became
popular.
Popular culture began
to influence events with
railway trolley races
that rivalled St.
Trinian’s, more
Halloween events, It’s a
Knockout and Fancy
dress events where
children dressed up for
a ‘Punks’ party.

‘Punks Party’ at Marsh
Farm (Luton) mammoth
annual summer
playscheme. Local Toc H
members raise funds all
year round to support
these projects
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The age of sponsorship began whether it was the ‘Knit in’ or
for the more energetic the sponsored walk or run.
One early example of this was in 1980 when an Anniversary Walk took
place. This aimed to commemorate a walk by a group of Borstal boys
and staff who, in 1930 had walked 140 miles from Feltham Borstal
near Staines to Lowdham Grange, Nottingham.
This had been part of a scheme to create the first ‘Open’ Borstal in the
country which had been initiated by Toc H member, Sir Alec Paterson
MC, a Senior Home Office official and Bill Llewellyn, a deputy governor
at Feltham.
Their aim was to provide a better environment for young offenders to
flourish and change. At the end of the first walk the lads had to build
the new Borstal themselves, thus learning new skills.
During the 1980 Anniversary walk, as in the 1930s, the
accommodation along the way was provided by Toc H branches who
rose to the challenge with sleeping quarters and delicious food. The
1980 participants were sponsored raising money for the Stoke
Mandeville Spinal Injuries Unit.

Lowdham Grange walkers
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Blood donors
In the early 1980s there was much discussion about celebrating 50
years of Toc H’s involvement with the blood transfusion service
(mentioned in earlier editions). It was said that Manchester Area were
the founders of the voluntary blood donation scheme and several
correspondents in the Letters pages claimed to be the first donor.
However, a 20 year old Edmonton member, Mr W. Bruton seemed to
be the first on 22nd August 1930. He, like several members in the early
1930s recalled a ‘direct’ transfusion from one patient to another,
something that seems horrific now as scientific knowledge has moved
on. (Part of my family folklore was that my Grandfather had donated
blood in this way, but I had not believed it until now!) Mr Bruton
carried on donating, but on one notable occasion his blood was given
to a pregnant woman who seemed fine for a few days but then
developed ‘mania’ and had to be transferred to another hospital. On
this occasion perhaps the blood group was incorrect!
A man in Cambridge recalled being persuaded to go by a Toc H
member, for the aforementioned direct transfer. He felt it was such a
worthwhile experience that he promptly joined the Movement and said
“Since then what a difference Toc H has made to my life and I
thank God for it.”
In Montreal, Canada, Bill Barber wrote that he first donated blood in
1931 when the Voluntary Blood Transfusion Service was established
there. He explained that at the beginning of the service, the donor
was introduced to the patient in advance and later was sent the
results of the transfusion. After the donation, they had to rest for 30
minutes and were given a shot of whisky, rather better, he felt, than a
cup of tea.
Another member recalled that in 1932 he was at a Sunday Charity
Concert in the West End when the show was stopped and an urgent
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request made for a blood donor to save a child’s life. He volunteered
and was taken by car to Great Ormond Street hospital where he lay on
a bed next to the sick child while the blood was transferred directly.
The child’s parents who were present throughout, were very grateful.
Sadly, the child did not survive.
Fund raising and fun
As always Toc H members continued to fund raise for vast numbers of
worthy causes in a huge variety of ways that involved innovation,
ingenuity and quite often complete madness. However, trends in fund
raising, much like fashion changed over the decades as socioeconomic
factors, technology, terminology and more latterly, Health & Safety
legislation changed.
By the 1980s for example, the Rummage sales had changed to Jumble
sales, a Pageant had become a Garden party, Fete then a Fayre or a
Fair. There were few Whist drives and Poultry Whist Drives must have
been non-existent! No more Fur and Feather Shows, or Gnat Festivals
or Smoking Concerts and the public were no longer entertained by a
Skiffle Group or Barrel Organ. The Black and White Minstrel Shows had
gone. It was unheard of to collect razor blades but spectacles were
still sent to developing countries. A Rock Fair would have a different
connotation in the 1950s than the 1980s.
In Kempston, the transition from the Jumble Sale was even more
marked when the branch opened what they claimed to be the first Toc
H Charity Shop in this country. They could not possibly have known
that the first was 58 years before in Clacton-on-Sea! (Centenary
Edition 3). The inspiration for
this one came from a
member who had seen the
many charity shops that Toc
H had in South Africa. The
shop became very successful,
for its income, as a meeting
place, as a transitional
workspace for those
returning to work and also
raised the profile of Toc H in
the town.
The Opening of
Kempston Charity shop
(The person in the
middle is a model!)
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Others tended to undertake individual acts of sponsorship, perhaps a
move away from the group activity was another trend that was
developing. In 1985 for example, Steve Hanson had a sponsored beard
trim to raise money for Friendship Circles.
Steve Hanson has lost
his beard! He sat for a
day in John Walker
Square Stockton and
the public were invited
to help remove it at
10p a snip! 160 snips
later Steve was clean
shaven and Toc H
Friendship Circle had
benefited from the proceeds. Our picture
shows Tony Hubble
making a test run with
a carving knife!
In contrast to the sponsored event detailed above, Leicester and
Northants developed a different angle of sponsorship, in which their
young ‘Impact’ group offering to do small jobs for sponsorship of 1p per
minute. The ‘Rent a Slave’ scheme as it became known caught the
imagination of the local press and over one weekend the ‘slaves’ raised
over £50, enjoyed their jobs that they were paid for and met lots of local
people.
Returning to the ‘innovation, ingenuity and quite often complete
madness’
Wroughton and Swindon
created new footpath and
cycle tracks
Bramley’s Domino
competition which began in
1964 continued
Chiseldon’s purchase of an
Electro-cardiogram
demonstrated the need for
the new technology. The
Branch raised more than
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£1,700 which was enough to buy the machine and provide a servicing
contract.
Colwyn Bay raised money for the running costs of a car pool
Newport (Gwent) deserve a mention for their book stall in the
market that raises over £1000 annually, with which they buy specialist
hospital equipment
Worthing worked with Polio victims,
the need for which would diminish
over the years
Barton-on-Humber worked with
the Salvation Army to feed the
homeless
West Somerset painted the
playground of a school for the
Physically Handicapped with a Snakes
and Ladders game. The loose and
uneven playground made the job
more problematic than expected and
the only branch member without sore
knees was the leading painter who
had 2 artificial legs!!
Always on the lookout for a fund
raising opportunity, a Gloucester member suggested that branches
should collect the old half pennies before they were withdrawn from
circulation in 1984. He offered a 2 litre bottle of champagne as a prize
for the branch who raised the most and he pledged to send all
proceeds to a project in Bangladesh. This proved very successful and
over £200 was raised. The winning branch however, was Gloucester
itself…..they promised not to drink the prize, but donated it for a
future raffle.
Hednesford, a branch that had been in existence for 46 years were
concerned for their future following a ruling from the Central
Executive Committee that said that branches with less than four
people would have to close. Toc H ingenuity saved the day however,
when they suggested that their wives became members too, thus
doubling the numbers. (I hesitate to add, perhaps, it also served to
acknowledge all the work that they had always done anyway over the
years)!
Weymouth branches pioneered a new type of project that involved
3 generations, with Grannies, children and volunteers taking part in a
week of activities. It was considered a great success with ‘lots of fun
and laughter and a few tears at the end’
In the spirit of previous Toc H collections (razor blades, stamps and
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spectacles) Bournemouth, Christchurch and Paignton have
asked for scissors to send to Mozambique for use in their ‘craft cooperative’. “They also requested tape measures, zips, buttons,
needles and ‘sew’ on…”
In an effort to provide more flexibility within the membership, in
1986 a new central Branch was created for those who were
associated with Toc H but not able to join a local branch. This would
not have a base as such but could include students, service
personnel, and regular project volunteers, those who move
frequently with their job or those on a gap year. It would enable
them to keep in contact with the Movement and meet together on
occasions. It was perhaps encouraging that this innovation occurred
in the same year that Barton, one of the earliest branches celebrated
its 60th Anniversary.
While it is not possible for me to produce statistics about branch and
member numbers as I did in the 1960s ‘In Touch’ a measure of the
strength of Toc H can be indicated by the fact that as well as the
national journal, 6 regional magazines, with an additional one for
volunteers, were produced in the mid-1980s.

Regional Magazines and News
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Overseas
Toc H continued their work overseas although branch numbers
gradually reduced.
Following a £10,000 grant from Help the Aged, the Zimbabwe
branch were able to maintain a residential centre for 25 elderly and
destitute local people. Entembeni medical centre continued to
grow in South Africa.
A thriving group in Poperinge ran battlefield tours for visitors, as
well as working with handicapped children, older people and
hospital visiting and the BAOR work goes on.
Argentina with its 22 active
members and 19 Builders maintained
their visits to the British Hospital They
helped to run a crèche for children of
unmarried mothers and assisted the
Padres to share Holy Communion with
hospital patients.
In India, the clinic at Pannikampatti
flourished and in Cochin, the local
branch, helped at a school. While in
Bangladesh, Peter East worked in
schools ‘under the sun’, and help was
provided in a Rickshaw colony in
Khasdobir.

Peter East with the pupils
at the School Under the Sun

In 1985, Australia celebrated
their Diamond Jubilee. At the
time, they numbered 298
members in 31 branches. The
size of the country had always
presented huge challenges
because of the distances,
range of climate and
continuing migration. The jobs
undertaken largely mirrored
work in the UK but included
work among the indigenous
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peoples. They were justifiably proud that Tubby was born there and in
1985 the World Chain of Light began at his birthplace in Maryborough.

The home
where Tubby
was born

Notable work in Queensland continues with the Bribie holiday home
where the underprivileged and handicapped can visit. This is part
financed by the sale of used stamps from the UK. Work in New
Zealand included a film unit and old folks club.
In Gibraltar, Jock Brown (First mentioned in Centenary Edition 5) at
just over 5ft tall and aged 92 was one of Toc H’s longest working
members. He started as a Warden at Toc H Camp Bay, a centre that
provided short breaks for civilian and service personnel in 1930s and
when Toc H decided to discontinue the service, he carried on alone.
Together with a housekeeper and her husband he decided to maintain
the Toc H spirit and hospitality by running a small B&B hostel for
seven people, entirely self-funded. He was awarded the BEM for his
social work on the Rock.
Since 1933 when Tubby began an association with LEPRA (then
BELRA) Toc H has sent volunteers to work in Africa and the movement
has continually raised funds for the cause. While the work began first
in Nigeria, in the mid-1980s work was mainly concentrated in Malawi,
where LEPRA employed more than 250 staff.
The Children’s fund that started in the 1960s and also supported by
Toc H treated 21,000 children in 18 countries, including 34 centres in
India
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The end of an era
In July 1989 Norwich provided a stockman’s tent at the Royal
Norwich Show for the last time. In the last few years they had been
the only branch in the country to run this service as private
enterprise had taken over. This was a sad occasion as Toc H
branches had been providing a voluntary service to stockmen and
their families all over the country since the late 1920s.
They not only supplied tea, but sanctuary, a place to sit and chat, for
children to play, news to be exchanged and often a quiet table with a
Rushlight for prayer or contemplation. Many were travellers who
returned every year and this engendered a sense of community and
fellowship amongst both members and the nomadic people who
perhaps never experienced this elsewhere.
In 1987, Wednesfield branch decided to address the aforementioned
problem of diversity within the project scenario. In an attempt to
encourage local manual workers and unemployed young people to
get involved in projects, members undertook extensive planning for 6
months to encourage local young people to become involved in a 9
day trip to Port Penrhyn to undertake local conservation.

This involved meetings before and after to develop and maintain
cohesion within the group and careful training. It proved to be a very
successful trip, which resulted in a new group being formed that
comprised of members aged 17 to 30, half of which are unemployed,
on Government training schemes or work part-time.
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They soon progressed from a group to a branch known as ‘WOTCH’
and embraced all the Toc H values. They embarked upon an ambitious
fund raising scheme to raise money for a son of one of their members
to have special education using a mixture of traditional and innovative
events. These included a mock wedding when all the men dressed as
women and the women dressed as men, a 24 hour Keep Fit session
and staging events that other young unemployed people would enjoy,
and hopefully join them. A successful outcome and a model for other
branches to follow and an optimistic point to end the 1980s on.
Josephine Adams

Editors’ comment
It has become Jo Adams’ custom to put a poem on the front cover
but we felt that instead of putting an abbreviated copy of this poem on
the front cover we felt it deserved to be printed in full on the next
page so it ends the 80s in its entirety
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Here At The County Fair
Here we are at the county fair,
log-rolling show right over there,
and in the back, a trained brown bear,
there’s racing children everywhere
Endless carts where the food is fried,
bizarre creations you can try,
funnel cakes always catch my eye,
and ribbon chips are so sublime.
Strange rides that rattle, clank, and shake,
kids seeing how much they can take,
good lord, I hope they have good brakes,
the sights makes adult stomachs quake.
Tents with shinny trinkets galore,
the stuff you rarely see in stores,
cheap weapons, tie-dyed beads and more,
glow-sticks and fake tattoos deplored.
A plethora of carny games,
the ring-toss and BB guns reign,
are they rigged? It wracks the brain,
and still we play them, all the same.
In the back is the livestock show,
how massive can a Holstein grow?
Draft horses pulling, on the go,
from countless farms I didn’t know.
On the stage is a country band,
cheered on by some fair-weather fans,
back in the nineties they were grand,
now they play fairs across the land.
At the grandstand: the tractor pull,
just in case things were getting dull,
how this started? Some people mull,
others just cheer as tractors bull.
Some might look on, haughtily glare,
say they’d never be caught dead there,
for their nonsense I have no care
here at this epic country fair.
David Welch
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We will remember them !
Marion Bowdley
Graham Stevenson
Judi Ranson
Brian Plastow
Trevor Teague
Norman Bolt
Roy Paget Clifton

Age shall not weary them
Thanks should be recorded to the Board Members who have picked
up and undertaken so much since Doug, our last General Secretary,
died in November in particular to Paul and Terry who have taken on
so many tasks and often had to take advice on how to do them!! If
neither had been retired Toc H would really have been in crisis!
Due to Covid-19 communication has not always been easy and we
have been unable to even advertise for a new General Secretary
until now, but our office staff - Sam and Julie have managed
valiantly without a hands on Boss!
The job spec for the general Secretary is ready to go as soon as the
restrictions are lifted by the Government.
Meanwhile Board Members - Trustees and Observers - have also
been involved in new enterprises as well as keeping old ones going.
Linda Parker and Peter Gill have taken responsibility for revamping
and managing two social media groups - one a WhatsApp group and
the other linked to Facebook. Neil Mears has rescued the Minibus,
this is now being used by his school and is still available for Toc H
purposes. Robert Barker has been extremely helpful with working
on job descriptions and premises. Netta Ryall has been a real
support to Hilary and brings a great deal of experience and wisdom.
All the above does not mention the launch of Peter Gill’s new
enterprise and just giving scheme “Let the Music Play” which is
innovative and exciting - so thank you Peter now Let the Music Play
both through and throughout Toc H!
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Toc H Board Update
The last twelve months have been a roller coast road for those of us
involved in Toc H management. The death of Doug Geater Childs and
of Marcia Wynter which preceded it left us with little support for
managing the day to day activities.
The pandemic also disrupted our plans, not the least the organising
of the AGM so we took the decision that holding a virtual meeting on
Zoom would be difficult for a number of members to access.
On October 16th we will hold this year’s AGM and present the
accounts for two years.
Looking back over the last few months as you can imagine decisions
had to be made in a number of areas.
Properties.
Orchard Rise – Croydon was vacated at the end of September, in
the ensuing months we had the property refurbished. A
conversation was held with a local group on the possibility of it
being rented to them to house Syrian refugees, this proved not
to be possible for financial reasons. The property was put on
the market to let at the beginning of Holy week, a possible
tenant was identified by the Thursday and they took up
residence at the end of April.
Looe. The hall in Looe has been empty for some time, in February
we agreed a tenancy with Looe Art and Crafts Group who will
use it for members’ meetings and exhibitions. If you visit Looe
do call in and see what on display.
High Brooms. The property in High Brooms, which is looked after
the Tunbridge Wells Branch, is the subject of a request for
planning permission for the building to be replaced with two
houses and a community hall. We are expecting a decision in
the very near future. The Branch is closing in the summer,
whatever decision is made on planning we will be exploring the
future use of the site.
General Secretary
We are planning to advertise for a new General Secretary in May
with interviews of candidates in late June. The details of the post will
be available on the website in early May.
Other issues
The pandemic has meant that Board meetings have been on Zoom
which whilst it works well is not a perfect substitute for meeting in
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person, as soon as we can we will return to meeting together in
person.
At the beginning of July, we are holding an overnight residential to
explore the future direction of Toc H with the intention of my bringing
proposals to the AGM. The pandemic has disrupted the work of every
voluntary organisation, we like so many organisations must explore
how we can be most effective in the future.
Staffing
Finally, as you know we have appointed two Admin Assistants Sam
and Julie, from a personal perspective having both of them in the
office is an immense asset.
Conclusion
As we hopefully leave lock down and the pandemic becomes less and
less of a problem for all of us we can look forward to a creative
future.
Toc H is a membership organisation and as I look forward I hope that
members will contribute to discussions on the future directions that
we might take.
Terry Drummond

Many, many thanks to those who responded to
the request to members in the last edition !!
In response to recommendations from the membership we have now
been able to set in motion several grants to organisations who are
running food banks etc in their local communities:
All Hallows supplying to Tower Hamlets; Otley Food Bank– Yorkshire;
Lowestoft Food Bank, Suffolk; Kings Heath food bank, Birmingham;
Sefton Children’s Trust and Southport Soup Kitchen—both in
Merseyside; Denny Food Bank - Falkirk/ Stirlingshire; and for laptops
for schools in Sheffield— South Yorkshire.
Two of these also were delighted to receive Toc H pens to give away
too, (after all if you are finding it tough to buy food you really can’t
afford a pen, even if you need one!! One of our members in
Haverford West, Pembrokeshire has asked for Pens to give to people
in that position!
So well done and let’s carry on and make a small difference where we
can!!!!
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NATIONAL PRAYER CYCLE
(This can be used weekly or monthly)

Friendship – to love widely
In Toc H’s Second Century we pray for the plans for its ongoing
growth and development and for the Board and others looking
after the Movement.
Service – to build bravely
We seek new ways to help build a better society following the
coronavirus pandemic, thinking of people’s needs in the UK
and overseas, and for other opportunities of serving and
supporting them.
Fair-mindedness – to think fairly
In the continuing pandemic in Britain and world-wide, we
think of all medical staff and others tending those affected
by it, particularly those isolated or lonely. We pray that
the vaccine may give new hope, and for all who have died
or been bereaved recently.
Witness – to witness humbly
We think of all branches and lone members in the UK and
overseas, and for all who are unwell or housebound.
We pray that the vision of Toc H can be shared with more
people.

Prepared by Canon William Bestelink
April 2021

MISSION STATEMENT
The aims of Toc H are defined by the four points of the compass, first
defined in 1920:
Toc H is committed to building a
fairer society by working with
communities to promote
friendship and service, confront
prejudice and practice
reconciliation.

Friendship:

To love widely

Service:

To build bravely

Fairmindedness: To think fairly
Witness:

To witness humbly
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